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Qjets

QJets
A collection 
of 4 vectors

traditional jet clustering 
algorithm

such as C/A, kT
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Qjets

QJets
A collection 
of 4 vectors

traditional jet clustering 
algorithm

such as C/A, kT

jets

QClustering 
algorithm

if you repeat clustering
on the same set of 4 vectors 

you get the same jets 
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Qjets

QJets
A collection 
of 4 vectors

traditional jet clustering 
algorithm

such as C/A, kT

jets

QClustering 
algorithm

if you repeat QClustering
on the same set of 4 vectors 

you get different Qjets 

Qjets
have different 

clustering histories
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QJets

Qjets

A collection 
of 4 vectors

traditional jet clustering 
algorithm

such as C/A, kT

jets

QClustering 
algorithm

if an event is analyzed 
multiple time using QClustering

a lot more information 
can be extracted 
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QJets: why?
I will give a specific example:

- consider boosted and hadronically decaying W from WW 
events as a test case

- Use of Qjets significantly improves 
• discovery potential of W 
• measurement of W mass for a given luminosity
• measurement of cross-section 
• determination of W four-vector
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Boosted Jets and Substructure Analysis

- Applications in Higgs Search

- Pruning
 
Clustering vs QClustering

- QPruning

• Applications
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Boosted jets and substructure analysis
Recipe for boosted resonance search: 

(if you know what you are looking for)

- Look for “boosted” jets 

- Identify “interesting” jets

- Clean jets

Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam
0802.2470
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Boosted jets and substructure analysis

- Look for “boosted” jets

the angular separation of the decay 
products ΔR  ~ 2 mh/pTh 

ΔR

“boosted jets” refer to jets containing four-vectors 
separated by ΔR ~ 1.0 and with pT > 2 mh

Recipe for boosted resonance search: 
(if you know what you are looking for)    ex. h -> bb
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Boosted jets and substructure analysis

- Identify “interesting” jets

Higgs jets should have “mass-drop”

Higgs jets should be double b-tagged

Recipe for boosted resonance search: 
(if you know what you are looking for)    ex. h -> bb
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Boosted jets and substructure analysis

- Clean jets

- signal jets contain ISR + UE + pile-up other than the decay products

- cleaning a jet involves guessing which components are not due to 
decay + FSR and getting rid of these

• ex: filtering, pruning, trimming etc.

Recipe for boosted resonance search: 
(if you know what you are looking for)    ex. h -> bb
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Recently, a new technique for light Higgses  

In associated production of Higgs + Z,W:

(Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam ’08)

significance           for ∼ 4.5 L = 30 fb−1
�
∼ 2.6 for L = 10 fb−1

�
W (�ν)/Z(��) + h(b̄b)

obtained by focusing on  
  boosted Higgses ,   

          
pT,h > 200 GeV

b

b̄

h

W/Z

5Thursday, February 18, 2010

LHC Higgs reach
pp → V h

significance of 4.2 σ  at
using jet-substructure for jets with  
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Jet with substructure

• subjets are significantly lighter 
than the jet 

• splitting is not too asymmetric

• jet is double b-tagged

filtered

Ex.

Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam
0802.2470
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√
s = 14 TeV,L = 10 fb−1

resonance jet mass [GeV]
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FIG. 7: MT = 800 GeV. Resonance jet mass distribution.
We assume an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1 at a 14 TeV
center of mass LHC.
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Appendix: Background details

In Table II we summarize all the background events we

have considered in this work. We list their cross sections

along and describe the parton-level cuts we use to gener-

ate these events. To avoid overcounting in the t̄t + jets

and W/Z + jets backgrounds, MLM jet-parton match-

ing was performed according to the procedure outlined

in [29].

Process σLHC

t̄t + 0 jets 254 pb

t̄t + 1 jets 133 pb

t̄t + 2+ jets 71 pb

t̄t + b̄b 2.6 pb

t̄t + Z 1.1 pb

Z(��) + 2 jets 80 pb

Z(��) + 3+ jets 29 pb

mT � σ(pp→ T �T̄ �)LHC

400 GeV 12.7 pb

600 GeV 1.29 pb

800 GeV 0.229 pb

1 TeV .054 pb

TABLE II: Signal and background cross sections (add single-

top, W/Z+ heavy flavor?) at a
√

s = 14 TeV center of
mass LHC. CTEQ5L pdfs and default renormalization and
factorization scales were used for all background processes.
Parton level cuts of pT,j > 25 GeV, |ηj | < 4, ∆Rjj > 0.4
were applied when generating all events with the exception
that no pT or |η| requirements were placed on the b-jets from
W/Z + b̄b. The t̄t + jets has been rescaled to the NLO value
of 855 pb (nope!) calculated using MCFM [cite], while the
NLO t̄t + b̄b and t̄t + Z cross sections have been taken from
[Plehn]. Signal cross sections have also been calculated at
NLO with MCFM.

In addition to the above backgrounds, we checked W +

6

MT = 800 GeV

LHC Higgs reach
Ex.

Kribs, Martin, TSR
1012.2866

Higgs from  top partners 
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MT = 800 GeV

LHC Higgs reach
Ex.

Kribs, Martin, TSR
1012.2866

Higgs from  top partners 

1 tagged top0 tagged top 2+ tagged top

1 lepton 2+ lepton 1 lepton 2+ lepton 1+ lepton

input event

• 1+ tagged W/Z 
• 2+ b-jets • 1+ b-jets • 1+ b-jet

Higgs tagger

Ch 1 Ch 2 Ch 3 Ch 4 Ch 5

• 1+ b-jet • 1+ b-jet

Monday, December 13, 2010

S/
√
B = 5.2
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- Look for “boosted” jets 

- Identify “interesting” jets

- Clean jets

Boosted jets and substructure analysis

more important than ever

rest of the talk will be on how pruning can 
be made a more effective groomer.

Recipe for boosted resonance search: 
(if you don’t know what you are looking for)
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Pruning
Start with the constituents of a given jet and rebuild the jet 

along C/A or kT

Friday, July 13, 2012



Pruning
At every step of clustering check whether 

the branch to be added is soft and wide 

angled.

- if yes discard the softer four-vector. 

2

stability. Furthermore, in our procedure the dependence
on precisely which weights are assigned to the trees is re-
duced, such that we find we can use process independent
weights, allowing for model independent searches.

In the following we provide the details of an algorithm
which can be used to associate many trees to a single
jet. As an example, we apply it to a substructure anal-
ysis using the jet-pruning procedure. [? ? ] The idea
we have described – associating a weighted set of trees
to a jet – would not be feasible if one had to consider
every tree which could be formed from a given set of
four-momenta in a jet. Fortunately, the weighted distri-
butions for an observable which one would obtain from
considering every tree can be obtained, to a good approx-
imation, through a procedure analogous to Monte-Carlo
integration. Indeed, precisely because an infrared and
collinear safe jet observable must be insensitive to small
reshufflings of the tree momenta, we find it is sufficient to
consider only a small fraction of the trees one could as-
sociate to a jet, since each of these could then be related
through a small reshuffling to similar trees. Furthermore,
when the weight ω assigned to a tree can be written as
a product of weights ωij assigned to each 1 → 2 split-
ting, ω =

�
splittings ωij , one can perform this procedure

while sampling trees according to their weight, further
increasing the speed of the process.

The algorithm we propose, which assembles a each tree
via a series of 2 → 1 mergings, functions as follows:

1. At every stage of clustering, a set of weights ωij for
all pairs �ij� of the four-vectors is computed, and
a probability Ωij = ωij/N , where N =

�
�ij� ωij is

assigned to each pair.

2. A random number is generated and used to choose
a pair �ij� with probability Ωij . The chosen pair
is merged, and the procedure is repeated until all
particles all clustered.

This algorithm directly produces trees distributed ac-
cording to their weight ω. To produce a distribution of
the observable for each jet, this algorithm is simply re-
peated NTree number of times. Note that, as the tree is
assembled piecewise, any algorithm which modifies a tree
during its construction (e.g., jet pruning) can be trivially
adapted to work with this procedure.

One particularly interesting class of weights Ω(α)
ij ,

parametrized by a continuous real number α we term
rigidity is given by

ω(α)
ij ≡ exp

�
−α

(dij − dmin)

dmin

�
. (1)

Here, dij is the jet distance measure for the �ij� pair, dmin

is the minimum over all pairs at this stage in the cluster-
ing and we have chosen the normalization to be unity for
the minimum pair. Note that this reduces to a traditional

FIG. 1. Distribution of a boosted W -jet mass for a single
jet. The single peaks are the result of classical pruned C/A
or kT algorithms. The distributions result from NTree = 100
clusterings with rigidity α = 1.0 (left) or α = 0.1 (right).

clustering algorithm of the type defined by the distance
dij when α → ∞. In this sense, it is helpful to think
of the traditional, single tree algorithm as the “classical”
approach, and α ∼ 1/� controlling the deviation from
the “classical” clustering behavior. With this analogy,
we label the current approach the Qjet(“quantum” jet)
algorithm and the corresponding pruning as Q-pruning.
Before proceeding, let us briefly note that there is some

arbitrariness in the exact form of dij and the value of the
rigidity parameters α. We find that for small enough
α (say, α � 0.1), the pruned jetmass distribution looks
quantitatively and qualitatively similar whether dij is
chosen to be the kT or C/A distance (see Fig. 1). This
implies that for a small enough rigidity parameter we
achieve some level of algorithm-independence.
We now demonstrate, as an illustrative example, how

the use of Qjets can have importantc effects in an analy-
sis employing jet pruning to study hadronically decaying
boosted W s. As described in Ref. [? ? ] pruning is
one of the jet grooming tools [? ? ? ] used to sharpen
signal and reduce background when considering the jets
of boosted heavy objects. It functions by modifying the
mergings in a given tree that involve both a large angu-
lar separation and asymmetric energy sharing. In detail,
if a clustering algorithm attempts to cluster two four-
momenta i and j which satisfy

zij ≡
min

�
pTi , pTj

�

| �pTi + �pTj |
< zcut or

∆Rij > Dcut ,

(2)

then the merging is vetoed and the softer of the two four-
momenta is discarded. By applying jet pruning to sets
of trees assembled for the same jet we will be able to
associate a distribution of masses to a single jet, and, as
we will see, improve our ability to distinguish signal and
background jets.
The exercise we perfrom is quite simple: having cre-

ated samples of simulated signal (W ) and background
jets, we classically prune every jet and record the classical
pruned mass, mcl. In the distribution of mcl, the W par-
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while sampling trees according to their weight, further
increasing the speed of the process.
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all pairs �ij� of the four-vectors is computed, and
a probability Ωij = ωij/N , where N =
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ing and we have chosen the normalization to be unity for
the minimum pair. Note that this reduces to a traditional
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jet. The single peaks are the result of classical pruned C/A
or kT algorithms. The distributions result from NTree = 100
clusterings with rigidity α = 1.0 (left) or α = 0.1 (right).

clustering algorithm of the type defined by the distance
dij when α → ∞. In this sense, it is helpful to think
of the traditional, single tree algorithm as the “classical”
approach, and α ∼ 1/� controlling the deviation from
the “classical” clustering behavior. With this analogy,
we label the current approach the Qjet(“quantum” jet)
algorithm and the corresponding pruning as Q-pruning.
Before proceeding, let us briefly note that there is some

arbitrariness in the exact form of dij and the value of the
rigidity parameters α. We find that for small enough
α (say, α � 0.1), the pruned jetmass distribution looks
quantitatively and qualitatively similar whether dij is
chosen to be the kT or C/A distance (see Fig. 1). This
implies that for a small enough rigidity parameter we
achieve some level of algorithm-independence.
We now demonstrate, as an illustrative example, how

the use of Qjets can have importantc effects in an analy-
sis employing jet pruning to study hadronically decaying
boosted W s. As described in Ref. [? ? ] pruning is
one of the jet grooming tools [? ? ? ] used to sharpen
signal and reduce background when considering the jets
of boosted heavy objects. It functions by modifying the
mergings in a given tree that involve both a large angu-
lar separation and asymmetric energy sharing. In detail,
if a clustering algorithm attempts to cluster two four-
momenta i and j which satisfy

zij ≡
min

�
pTi , pTj

�

| �pTi + �pTj |
< zcut or

∆Rij > Dcut ,

(2)

then the merging is vetoed and the softer of the two four-
momenta is discarded. By applying jet pruning to sets
of trees assembled for the same jet we will be able to
associate a distribution of masses to a single jet, and, as
we will see, improve our ability to distinguish signal and
background jets.
The exercise we perfrom is quite simple: having cre-

ated samples of simulated signal (W ) and background
jets, we classically prune every jet and record the classical
pruned mass, mcl. In the distribution of mcl, the W par-

soft  if: 

wide-angled if:

i
j
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Pruning
Pruned Jet
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Pruning

- Four-vectors that are pruned are actually branches of the 
tree.

- Pruned jets depend crucially on the tree-structure or the 
clustering algorithm used to construct the jet.

but who ordered the clustering algorithm?

Friday, July 13, 2012



Clustering

1

2

N

N-1

N-2

3

# of four-vectors/set

distinct sets of four-vectors   
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Clustering

1

2

N

N-1

N-2

3

distinct sets of four-vectors   

# four-vectors/set

C/A

kT
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Clustering

1

2

N

N-1

N-2

3

distinct sets of four-vectors   

Many paths remain unexplored 
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Clustering

A better formalism should explore all such paths

one needs to be clever since the 
total number of distinct trees is 

enormous 

our prescription is QClustering

(2N)!

2NN !

Many paths remain unexplored 
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QClustering
As in a sequential recombination algorithm, assign every pair of 
four-vectors a distance measure dij.

However, unlike a normal sequential algorithm (where the pair 
with the smallest measure is clustered), here a given pair is 
randomly selected for merging with probability

Repeat many (~100-1000) times, till the distribution stabilizes

Ωij =
1

N
exp

�
−α

dij
dmin

�

rigidity parameter
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QClustering
Ωij =

1

N
exp

�
−α

dij
dmin

�

α → ∞

α → 0

α > 0

α < 0

Classical regime: only path corresponding to dmin is selected

physical regime: physical paths are preferred

democratic regime: all paths have same weight

unphysical regime: physical paths are de-weighted

dij :  we take C/A or kT measure

Friday, July 13, 2012



QClustering vs. Clustering

one 
jet

QClustering N times

same jet with 
N tree-structure

=  N Qjets

A collection 
of 4 vectors

traditional jet clustering 
algorithm

such as C/A, kT
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QClustering vs. Clustering

clustering
+

pruning

one 
pruned jet

QClustering N times
+ 

pruning

 N pruned Qjets

one pruned 
jetmass N pruned  jetmasses

A collection 
of 4 vectors
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QClustering vs. Clustering

Classical
Pruning

one 
pruned jet

QPruning

 N pruned Qjets

one pruned 
jetmass N pruned  jetmasses

A collection 
of 4 vectors
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QClustering + Pruning
Ex.  a hadronic W jet from WW events

The original jet is made from C/A algorithm with R = 1.0 and pT > 200GeV 

jetmass

classical pruned 
jetmass

QPruned jetmass
distribution

Friday, July 13, 2012



QClustering + Pruning = QPruning
Ex.  a hadronic W jet from WW events

How can this distribution be used? 

The original jet is made from C/A algorithm with R = 1.0 and pT > 200GeV 

jetmass

classical pruned 
jetmass

QPruned jetmass
distribution
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QClustering + Pruning = QPruning

Ωij =
1

N
exp

�
−α

dij
dmin

�

Before we proceed, one comment about the choice of 
weight 

Who ordered the choice of dij and α ?
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QPruning

Ωij =
1

N
exp

�
−α

dij
dmin

�

Before we proceed, one comment about the choice of 
weight 

2

assigned to the trees is reduced and we find that we can
use process-independent weights.

The idea we have described – associating a weighted
set of trees to a jet – would not be feasible if one had to
consider every tree which could be formed from a given
set of final state four-momenta in a jet. Fortunately, good
approximations to such weighted distributions obtained
using every tree can be captured through a procedure
analogous to Monte-Carlo integration, allowing us to use
a very small fraction of the trees. This can be achieved
since infrared and collinear safe jet observables must be
insensitive to small reshufflings of the momenta, implying
that large classes of trees give very similar information.

The algorithm we propose, which assembles a tree via
a series of 2 → 1 mergings, functions as follows:

1. At every stage of clustering, a set of weights ωij for
all pairs �ij� of the four-vectors is computed, and
a probability Ωij = ωij/N , where N =

�
�ij� ωij is

assigned to each pair.

2. A random number is generated and used to choose
a pair �ij� with probability Ωij . The chosen pair
is merged, and the procedure is repeated until all
particles all clustered.

This algorithm directly produces trees distributed ac-
cording to their weight

�
mergings Ωij . To produce a dis-

tribution of the observable for each jet, this algorithm is
simply repeated a number of times, yielding a different
tree (essentially) every time. Note that any algorithm
which modifies a tree during its construction (e.g., jet
pruning) can be adapted to work with this procedure as
demonstrated below.

One particularly interesting class of weights ω(α)
ij ,

parametrized by a continuous real number α we term
rigidity is given by

ω(α)
ij ≡ exp

�
−α

(dij − dmin)

dmin

�
. (1)

Here, dij is the jet distance measure for the �ij� pair,
e.g.,

dij =
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dkT ≡ min{p2Ti, p

2
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ij

dC/A ≡ ∆R2
ij

, (2)

where ∆R2
ij = ∆y2ij + ∆φ2

ij , and dmin is the minimum
over all pairs at this stage in the clustering. Note that
with this metric, our algorithm reduces to a traditional
clustering algorithm of the type defined by the distance
dij when α → ∞, i.e., in that limit the minimal dij is
always chosen. In this sense, it is helpful to think of
the traditional, single tree algorithm as the “classical”
approach, and α ∼ 1/� controlling the deviation from
the “classical” clustering behavior. With this analogy,
we call the trees constructed in this non-deterministic

FIG. 1. Distribution of pruned jet mass for a single boosted
QCD-jet in a single event with pT ∼ 500 GeV. The black
and red solid lines show the classical pruned masses when
C/A and kT algorithms are used to cluster the jet. The black
and dashed (red and dot-dashed) line shows the pruned jet
mass distribution of 1000 Qjets (constructed from the same
jet in the same event), when the C/A (kT) measure is used
in Eq. (1). These distributions result from clusterings with
rigidity α = 1.0 (top) and α = 0.01 (bottom).

fashion Qjets (“quantum” jet) and the number of trees
used NQjet.
We now demonstrate, as an illustrative example, how

the use of Qjets can have important effects in an analy-
sis employing jet pruning to study hadronically decaying
boostedW s. As described in Ref. [6] pruning is one of the
jet grooming tools [7] used to sharpen signal and reduce
background when considering boosted heavy objects. It
functions by modifying the mergings in a given tree that
involve both a large angular separation and asymmetric
energy sharing by removing the lower energy daughter
from the tree. In detail, if a clustering algorithm at-
tempts to cluster two four-momenta i and j which satisfy

zij ≡
min

�
pTi , pTj

�

| �pTi + �pTj |
< zcut and

∆Rij > Dcut ,

(3)

then the merging is vetoed and the softer of the two four-
momenta is discarded. By applying jet pruning to a set
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is merged, and the procedure is repeated until all
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cording to their weight

�
mergings Ωij . To produce a dis-

tribution of the observable for each jet, this algorithm is
simply repeated a number of times, yielding a different
tree (essentially) every time. Note that any algorithm
which modifies a tree during its construction (e.g., jet
pruning) can be adapted to work with this procedure as
demonstrated below.

One particularly interesting class of weights ω(α)
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parametrized by a continuous real number α we term
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where ∆R2
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over all pairs at this stage in the clustering. Note that
with this metric, our algorithm reduces to a traditional
clustering algorithm of the type defined by the distance
dij when α → ∞, i.e., in that limit the minimal dij is
always chosen. In this sense, it is helpful to think of
the traditional, single tree algorithm as the “classical”
approach, and α ∼ 1/� controlling the deviation from
the “classical” clustering behavior. With this analogy,
we call the trees constructed in this non-deterministic

FIG. 1. Distribution of pruned jet mass for a single boosted
QCD-jet in a single event with pT ∼ 500 GeV. The black
and red solid lines show the classical pruned masses when
C/A and kT algorithms are used to cluster the jet. The black
and dashed (red and dot-dashed) line shows the pruned jet
mass distribution of 1000 Qjets (constructed from the same
jet in the same event), when the C/A (kT) measure is used
in Eq. (1). These distributions result from clusterings with
rigidity α = 1.0 (top) and α = 0.01 (bottom).

fashion Qjets (“quantum” jet) and the number of trees
used NQjet.
We now demonstrate, as an illustrative example, how

the use of Qjets can have important effects in an analy-
sis employing jet pruning to study hadronically decaying
boostedW s. As described in Ref. [6] pruning is one of the
jet grooming tools [7] used to sharpen signal and reduce
background when considering boosted heavy objects. It
functions by modifying the mergings in a given tree that
involve both a large angular separation and asymmetric
energy sharing by removing the lower energy daughter
from the tree. In detail, if a clustering algorithm at-
tempts to cluster two four-momenta i and j which satisfy

zij ≡
min

�
pTi , pTj
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| �pTi + �pTj |
< zcut and

∆Rij > Dcut ,
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then the merging is vetoed and the softer of the two four-
momenta is discarded. By applying jet pruning to a set
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Ωij =
1

N
exp

�
−α

dij
dmin

�

Before we proceed, one comment about the choice of 
weight 

For  0.1 > α > 0 our results are insensitive to the choice of α and 
the form of dij

QPruning
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QPruning vs. Pruning
Let us take a sample jet

How can this distribution be used? 

classical pruned 
jetmass

QPruned jetmass
distribution

Simply use the shape of 
the distribution 

to discriminate signal from 
background

Application in signal discovery

Use the distribution 
to reduce statistical 

fluctuations in 
measurements

Application in determination of 
cross-section, mass etc.
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Application 1: discovery of W 

- When there is an intrinsic mass scale for a jet, the pruned jetmass is 
more or less robust under variation of paths.

- Signal jets with decay products of massive resonances have intrinsic 
mass scales.

- Even QCD jets with m/pT ~ 1 have hard splittings and hence intrinsic 
mass scales.

- But background is dominantly due to QCD jets with m/pt < 1/2 - whose 
masses are highly volatile. 
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Application 1: discovery of W 
When there is an intrinsic mass scale for a jet, the pruned jetmass 

is more of less robust under variation of paths.

W jet QCD jet with m/pT < 1/2
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Application 1: discovery of W 

volatility of a jet ωp = width of jetmass distribution

mp = averaged pruned jetmass
V =

ωp

mp

Volatility
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Application 1: discovery of W 
a cut on      decreases background significantlyV
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Application 1: discovery of W 
a cut on      decreases background significantlyV

Unofficial comparisons
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QPruning vs. Pruning
Let us take a sample jet

How can this distribution be used? 

classical pruned 
jetmass

QPruned jetmass
distribution

Simply use the shape of 
the distribution 

to discriminate signal from 
background

Application in signal discovery

Application in determination of 
cross-section, mass etc.

Use the distribution 
to reduce statistical 

fluctuations in 
measurements
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QPruning vs. Pruning

Consider candidates for a W jet

classical pruned 
jetmass QPruned jetmass

distribution

70 GeV 90 GeV

Mass window 
for W

pruned mass is
either in or out of the bin 

tagging efficiency is either 0 or 1

tagging efficiency is a number 
between  0 to 1
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QPruning vs. Pruning

Consider candidates for a W jet

70 GeV 90 GeV

Mass window 
for W
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A transition from a discrete 
(binomial distribution) to a continuous 

distribution 
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QPruning vs. Pruning
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QPruning vs. Pruning
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How to measure statistical 
fluctuations ?
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Statistical Fluctuation  

Consider a large number 
of pseudo-experiments 

Expt #1

Expt #2

Expt #3

Expt #4

.

.

.

.

.

N1

N2

N3

N4

.

.

.

.

.

# of jets in these 
pseudo-experiments 

vary 
according to Poisson 

distribution  

Experiments Measurements 
(e.g. # tagged jet)

measure 
δN{ }
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Application 2:  CS measurement 

Algorithm

Relative
luminosity
required

- As an example, take a sample of 
~10 boosted QCD jets and ask for 
number of jets in a mass bin.

- The uncertainty associated with 
cross-section measurement 
decreases from classical pruning to 
QPruning

- Need half the luminosity to make a 
measurement of the same precision.

QPrune 

prune 
with C/A

δN√
N

~1.0

0.72

1.0

0.52
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Application 2:  CS measurement 
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Application 3:  mass measurement 

- As an example, take a sample of 
~10 boosted W jets and ask for 
average jet mass. 

- The uncertainty associated with 
mass measurement decreases from 
classical pruning to QPruning

- Need less than half the luminosity to 
make a measurement of the same 
precision.

Algorithm

Mass 
uncertainty

[GeV]

Relative
luminosity
required

QPrune 

prune 
with C/A 3.2

2.4

1.0

0.58
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Future Directions

- In substructure physics, it still remains to be seen whether 
QClustering can be applied to other quantities such as mass-
drop, Y23 etc.

- QClustering has been done on the elements of a jet. We intend 
to extend it to an entire event.

- We need to find a formalism towards analytical calculations.
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Works in progress

all di-jet masses in a W+jet event

QClustering with α=0.1

QClustering with α=0.01

Mass window 
for W

Q-Anti-kT Clustering

- QClustering has been done on the elements of a jet. We intend 
to extend it to an entire event. 

                        work in progress with Ellis
                                   also Kahawala, Krohn, Schwartz
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all di-jet masses in a W+ 2jet events

QClustering with α=0.1

QClustering with α=0.01

Mass window 
for W

helps in suppressing 
combinatorial background

Q-Anti-kT Clustering

- QClustering has been done on the elements of a jet. We intend 
to extend it to an entire event. 

                        work in progress with Ellis
                                   also Kahawala, Krohn, Schwartz

Works in progress
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- QPruning extended to an event (tt event ) 

                       

QPruning around CA with α=0.1

classical pruned 
jetmass (CA)

classical pruned 
jetmass (kT)

Mass window 
for top

Pruned jetmass for a top candidate (3-jet resonance)

Works in progress
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- Towards analytically calculation for Qclustering  

(Hornig & Schwartz)

Works in progress
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